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My teaching philosophy is that a good teacher should promote an inclusive learning

environment to students of various personal backgrounds and identities. While the content

of a course must be rigorous and precise, a good teacher should also know how to motivate

students to learn. The ultimate goal of teaching is to spread knowledge. To do that efficiently,

one must seek balance between being intuitive and being rigorous.

I have had several teaching experiences during my graduate study at the Washington

University in St. Louis. In summer 2016, I worked as the instructor for “Math Camp:

Statistics Review for Incoming Ph.D. Students”. This was a graduate level course, and the

students came from econ-related backgrounds: economics, finance, marketing, accounting,

etc. In summer 2018 and 2019, I worked as the instructor for “Game Theory and Its Business

Applications”. It was a summer course for domestic undergraduate students, and visiting

international students from various countries. I built both courses from scratch, and received

very positive evaluations.

When building up a course, I always start with a list of the key ideas or topics to be

covered. For example, in the game theory course, I had a detailed list of the important games

and corresponding equilibrium concepts. Then I connect them with complementing content

such as terminologies, mathematical tools, and interesting applications. When determining

the materials to cover under a certain topic, I refer to high quality textbooks, as well as my

own understanding of the topic. The course I build would be clearly structured, intuitive

to follow, and rich enough to challenge students. In addition, I keep the diversity of the

students in mind, and always leave enough room for modification while I teach.

One thing I’ve learned from teaching students of various backgrounds is that they are

attracted by different content, thus need to be inspired differently. I usually start the course

with a brief background check, to learn the students’ previous education experience, their

abilities in language and math, and things that are interesting to them. If necessary, I will
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modify the course accordingly. For example, I asked the students in my statistics review

class to name their favorite and least favorite courses so far, through which I inferred their

attitudes toward logical thinking and hardcore math.

I’m a firm promoter of active study environment. In classroom, I lead students to think

about and respond to what I’m teaching. I use pop-up questions, group debate, and other

activities to encourage students to speak out their thoughts. When I have to introduce an

abstract or complicated concept, I usually company it by an interesting application. When I

introduced the notion of asymmetric information and Bayesian Nash equilibrium, I watched

with the students a TV show called “Golden Balls”. We analyzed the players’ behaviors in

that real life game, and tried to provide rationale using the equilibrium concept just learned.

I believe that these kind of interactions can strengthen their understanding of the topic, and

open their minds for further extensions. After class, I encourage communications between

students by assigning study groups, in this way they might also improve self-learning skills.

Coherence teaching is another important aspect of my philosophy. When I move from

one topic to another, I always make it clear why and explain the connections, so the students

would know where they are during the study. I’d like to keep my courses informative and

challenging. I reward perseverance and self-improvement generously while giving the grades.

One student in my game theory class started with little knowledge of either economics nor

math. But through his hardworking and my help, he improved himself significantly and left

the class with a satisfying performance.

I have also worked as teaching assistant for various courses at the Washington University

in St. Louis and the Fudan University. You can find a detailed list of them at my website. For

future courses that I might teach at your facility, at the undergraduate level, I’m confident to

teach introductory and intermediate-level courses in macroeconomics, microeconomics, and

econometrics. I am also happy to teach electives in game theory, money and banking, and

asset pricing. At the graduate level, I am interested in teaching the core macroeconomics

course, banking theory, quantitative methods, and economic growth and development.
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https://linyicao.weebly.com/teaching.html

